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ZERO DISTRIBUTION FOR PAIRS OF

HOLOMORPHIC FUNCTIONS WITH APPLICATIONS TO

EIGENVALUE DISTRIBUTION

BY

A. A. SHKALIKOV

Abstract. Let / and g be holomorphic in an angle A. Theorem 1 shows that the

zero-distributions of / and g are comparable if, near 3 A, / and g grow similarly. This

result is applied to analyse the asymptotic behavior of eigenvalues of certain

perturbed normal operators.

1. Introduction. For { < a < oo let

(1.1) A = AQ= {z;|argz| <77/2a},

and let/and g be holomorphic in (the closure of) Aa. If A were bounded, Roche's

theorem would guarantee that / and g have the same number of zeros in A if, say,

\f(z) — g(z)\< g(z) for z G 3A. Our main result provides a way of obtaining

similar conclusions for A as defined in (1.1); the method is to compare the behavior

of /and g near 3A to that of an appropriate regularly varying auxiliary function.

The auxiliary functions considered will be nonnegative, nondecreasing functions

defined for / > 0, with their behavior limited as t -» oo. If </>(?) and \p(t) are

nonnegative and nondecreasing for t > 0, we say

(1.2) <t>x^

if ^(OMOr1 = 0(1) ('- oo), and

(1.3) </>-.//

if </>(*) = {l+o(l)}>K0 ('-«>).
For a fixed p > 0, the class A{ p) consists of nonnegative, nondecreasing functions

<j>(t) (t > 0) such that there exists a > 1 such that

(1.4) <t>(at) < a"<p{t)        (t>t0(a)),

and we set

(1.5) A=   UA(p)        (p>0);

in (1.4) and below, the qualification t > t0(a, ß,...) means: when t is sufficiently

large; this bound may depend on the parameters a, ß,..., and the choice of r0 is not
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50 A. A. SHKALIKOV

necessarily the same at each occurence. Condition (1.4) implies that (/> has no

Pólya-peaks of order > p [7, p. 101] and an immediate consequence of (1.4) is that

(1.6) <t>(y)<C(y/t)p<t>(t)       (t0<t<y,C = C(a)).

The class B consists of functions </>(/) (r > 0) which are nonnegative, nondecreas-

ing, such that for some a > 1,

(1.7) 4,(at)> 24>(t)       (t>t0(a)).

Finally, if given e > 0 we can find 8 > 0 such that

(1.8) </»((l + o)r) < 0 +£)</>(/)       (t>t0),

then we say </> G C. Clearly, C C A.

In order to state our main result, we first recall that if / is analytic in the sector

A = Aaof (1.1), and if M(r, f, A) = max|/(z)| (|z| = r, z G A), then the order p of

/is

/, ~\ ,■ log log M(r, f, A)
(1.9) p= hmsup    6      ,   v    J—'-.

r~J logr

The zeros of/are counted by the usual functionals

nf(r)=    2   L        Nf(r) = fnf(t)t dt,

N<_'
EA

where the zk are the roots of/in the interior of A. We assume throughout that nf(r)

and « (r) are zero for 0 < r < h for some fixed « > 0.

Theorem 1. Let f and g be holomorphic of order < a in the sector Aa, such that all

their zeros are contained in Aa+T for some t > 0. Suppose the zeros of g are regularly

distributed in the sense that ng(r) G B n A(p) (cf. (1.3), (1.4)) for some p < a, and

that

(1.10) |ln|/(z)/g(z)| | = o{ng(r))

uniformly as z -> oo/'«Aa — Aa+T. Then, using the notation (1.2),

(1.11) Ng(r)xNf(r),       ng(r)xnf(r).

Note 1. In Theorem 2, in §4, we shall modify Theorem 1 to obtain conditions

needed to deduce that Ng ~ Nf and ng~ n{.

Note 2. In general, equivalence of A^ and Ng is not equivalent to that of n¡ and ng;

this is where the assumption ng& B C\ A(p) is needed. We remark that if «(r) G B,

then

(1.12) N(r) = fn(t)t-ldt^Cn(r),

and if n(t) G A then

(1.13) «(/")< CN(r).
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We sketch the proofs. If « G B, take a > 1 so that (1.7) holds. For r > f0, choosey

with ajt0 *£ r < aJ+ 'i0; then

N(r)^ f'°n(t)ridt+ 2 ("k*\(t)rldt

= 0(1) + O(logfl)/i(û>+,/0) < Oi(r).

The proof of (1.3) is easier, using (1.6):

N(r)>f n(t)t~] dt > C«(^) j"  (j)Vl<4>Oi(r).

2. Preliminary remarks and lemmas. By replacing z by z2{2a+T) , we may assume

a = 1 - <5, with 5 = T(2a + T)-1, and that (1.10) holds in A,_4 - A1+8. The

hypothesis of Theorem 1 now is that « (r) efifl v4(//), where/?' = 2p(2a + t)"1

< 1 and that both/and g have order < 1 — 8 in A,_s. This normalization will be in

effect through §4.

Lemma 1. Let 8 > 0 be as just described. Then, given e > 0, we have

(2.1) nf(r) + ng(r)<rl~a+'       (r>r0).

Proof. The function/,(z) = /(z1/(1_Ä)) is holomorphic in A,, with zeros in A,+8-

(where <5' = 25(1 — 5)"') and/, has order < 1. Since order (/,) «s 1, we obtain from

[9, Theorem 4, Chapter 4] that vf¡(r) < r]+c/2 (r > r0), where i>f¡(r) is the number of

zeros of/, in [\z — r/2\< r/2). But all zeros of/, are in A1+8-, so nf(r) «£ CvAr)

< /-'+f (r > /•(,), and since nf(r) « (nf(r))°~S), we have estimate (2.1) for nf(r).

Similarly, ng{r) = 0(r>/i + r) (r -* oo), and (2.1) follows.

Corollary. Let zk be the zeros of f. Then the Blaschke product with zero set zk

converges in the plane

(2.2) B(z) = Bf(z)= H(zk-z)/(zk+z).

The Blaschke product made from the zeros of g, Bg( z ), also converges. Both products

represent bounded analytic functions in A, and meromorphic functions in the plane.

Proof. Lemma 1 implies that the Blaschke condition 2(Re zk )/( 1 + j zk f ) < oo

holds.

We can estimate the Nevanlinna characteristic [7] of Bg; only later, in Lemma 9,

we can obtain an equivalent estimate for Bf.

Lemma 2. The meromorphic function Bgsatsifies

(2.3) T(r,Bg)<Cng(r) = 0(r'-s+*).

Proof. Let zA be the zeros of g in A, +s and

P](z)=\[(\-z/zk),       P2(z)=\J(\+z/Zk);

Lemma 1 implies that both products converge to a function of order < 1. We can

say a little more: since n(r, />,.) = ng(r) G A   (i = 1,2), the usual estimate for a
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canonical product [7, p. 27, formula (1.21) with q = 1] and (1.6) show

lnl
/  m      rrnÁt) /■ooMe(0

P((2)   </-*— dt + rf    -^-dt
J0 l Jr t

/•OO

<Ng(r) + Crx-png(r)j   tp~2 dt < Cng(r).

Since Bg — PXP2\ Nevanlinna's first fundamental theorem implies that

T(r, Bg) < T(r, /»,) + T(r, P2) + 0(\) < Cng(r),

which, with Lemma 1, is (2.3).

Corollary. The characteristic of the Blaschke product B, satisfies

(2.4) T(r, Bf) = 0(r]-s+*).

REMARK. Theorem 1 implies the more refined result that (2.3) holds with Bf in

place of Bg.

Proof. Define Px and P2 as in the proof of Lemma 2, now with zk the zeros of/.

Estimate (2.1) on «,(/) may be used to estimate T(r, Px) and T(r, P2) as was done

above. We thus obtain T(r, Bf) *s T(r, Px) + T(r, P2) + 0(1) = 0(r]~s+e), which

is (2.4).

Lemma 3. Let F(z) be holomorphic in A,, with all zeros in Ax+S for some 8 > 0.

Then

NF(r)
i + 5 r

/>(!•<)77 2Ô    •'0

2(i+«) p/2

J , 11 2(1 +5)

dt_

t

where

¿{ 1 -to)     rTT/2 c-t/2( + tf   ft)    .    ,      ...
+   K   . /   / / /ln|F(re'*)|<tyd»//£/0,

77  5 •/w/2(l+«)y-w/2 4-

JF(<t>,t) =  f\n\F(se"l')\s-lds.

Proof. This follows from the generalized Jensen formula as presented in [9, p.

143]. Let nF(t, i//, 6) be the number of zeros of F inside S(t, t//, 8) = [4> < arg z < 8}

n {|z|<i}, and AV( r,»//, 0) = f¿ nF(t,^,8)t~] dt.

If F 7e 0 on 9S(r, t//, 0), then the generalized Jensen formula implies that

(2.5)    NF(r,t,d) = ± ffjM,t)t-dt
$=e

277 d<p.
fjF(<¡>, t)t-{dt + -i- /*9ln|F(re''*)|^.
J0 J* = ,f, 277^

Lemma 3 follows from (2.5) on integrating with respect to t// and 8, and recalling

that all zeros of F are in A 1+8-
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We may use Lemma 3 to give a representation for Nf(r) - Ng(r). Let Bf and Bg be

the Blaschke products made from the zeros of/and g, and

(2.6) B*(z) = Bf(z)/Bg(z),

so that B* is meromorphic (Corollary to Lemma 1). Since \B*(iy)\= 1, we obtain

from Lemma 3:

Lemma 4. 77ie counting functions of fand g are related by

r'dt
2(1 + Ö)     /        \    2(1 +8)     I

2(1+5)     frr/2 r-m/2(\+8) f$
1-

where

(2.7) w-w=i^/;[/(~.)-/(-^,.;

TTO jv/2(\+S)j-7t/2 •>

I(<t>,t) = f'\n\B*(se"t')\s-ids.

The proof of Theorem 1 will follow on estimating the terms on the right side of

(2.7). This will be done in §3. Our final results here seem to be new, although

Lemma 6 has also been obtained by G. V. Radzievskii (unpublished).

Lemma 5. Let F be holomorphic in Aa, of order < a, and suppose

(2.8) ln|F(z)|<<f>(r)        (z G 3AJ

where <f> G A(p)for some p < a (cf. (1.4)). Then

(2.9) ln|F(z)| < C<t>(\z\)       (z G AJ

for some constant C.

Proof. This lemma is similar to a result of Beurling [3, p. 34]. However, we

assume that </> has order strictly less than a, and satisfies ( 1.4), but in turn deduce the

global conclusion (2.9).

Consider $(z) = F(z)e~"'~b in Aa, where we take x" > 0 if x > 0. The con-

stants b and e are determined as follows. Let i0 be associated to /by (1.4), let r > t0;

we take b = f(r) and e = apf(r)r'pcos~,(trp/(2a)). It is routine to see that

(2.10) f{t)~ etpcos(Trp/2a) - b < 0.

This is clear when r < r, for / is nondecreasing. If t > r, say a'r < t < ai+xr

(j = 1,2,...) then (1.4) gives

fit) < a*'*'>'/(/•) < ap(t/r)pf(r) = etpcos(-np/ (2a)),

and (2.10) holds. Now (2.10) implies

ln|0(i<?±'V2a)| <f(t) - et"cos(irp/2a) - b < 0,

and the Phragmen-Lindelöf principle shows that ln|$(z)|< 0 (z G Aa). This gives

(2.9) with C = apcos-\irp/2a) + 1.
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Corollary. Let F be holomorphic in Aa, of order < a, and suppose

\n\F(re±,,,/la)\ = o($(r))        (r - oo)

where </> G A(p) for somep < a. Then

ln|F(z)|=o(*(|z|))        (z-oo, ZEA.).

Lemma 6. Let F(z) be holomorphic, of order < p in Aa, and have no zeros in Aa.

Then for any e>0, the function F~\z) has order < p* = max(p, a) in Aa+e.

Proof. Let/(A) be a holomorphic nonzero in A, and |/(X)|< M. Consider the

function g(X) = InAf — ln/(X). Since Re g(X) > 0 as X G A,, we may apply

Carathéodory's inequality (see [9, Chapter 1, §7])

g(X)<5|g(l)|r/sin0,       \ = «",|X|>1.

This implies

ln|A//-'(X)| <|-lnA//-'(X)| =|lnM/-'(X)| < Cr/sinO

and hence

(2.11) ln|/-'(X)| < Cr,       XGA,+E,e>0.

Suppose a> p. Take any e > 0 and consider the function G(z) = F(z)exp(-za+e),

which is bounded in Aa+2f. Then the function/(X) = G(Xl/(a+2e)) satisfies (2.11)

and we have

(2.12) ln|F-'(z)|<C|zr2\       z G Aa+3f.

Now let a < p. We have from (2.12),

(2.13) ln|F-'(z)|=£C|zr\       z G Ap+e.

But we may obtain (2.13) in any sector A*+E = {X: |</> — argX|< 77/2(p + e)} if

A* + E C Aa+e, hence estimate (2.13) is valid, as z G Aa+e. This proves Lemma 2

with (2.12).

3. Estimates for Theorem 1.

Lemma 7. The quotient B*(z) satisfies

(3.1) |ln|Z?*(z)||=0(«g(r))

as \z\-> oo in A, — A1+8.

Proof. Let

Xl(z)=f(z)Bf(z)-\   X2(z) = g(z)Bg(z)-\   A(z) = xAz)x2(z)-].

We claim that if p* is the order of A in A, then

(3.2) P*<1.
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Once (3.2) is established, it is clear how to get (3.1). For since | Bf(iy) |=| Bg(iy) \— 1

(-oo < y < oo), we see from (1.10) that

|ln|A(,»|| = In
f(iy)

°{ng(y))        (-cc<y<oo),
g(iy)

so (3.2) allows us to use the corollary to Lemma 5 with a = 1, and deduce that

|ln|A(z)| | = o{ng(r))

as | z | = r -» oo in A,. But now this and (1.10) give the lemma since

±ln\B*(z)\ = ^(z)\±\n\f(z)/g(z)\.

We now prove (3.2). The functions x, are holomorphic and nonzero in A,„8. We

claim that the order p, of x, is < 1 — 8 in A,_8; once this is known, (3.2) is a

consequence of Lemma 6 with p = 1 — 5 and a = 1 — 5 (so that e = 5). Let us

consider Xi in the region D(R) = A,_8 D {|z|</?} for certain large R. On arg z =

±77/2(1 — 8), we recall that/has order 1 — 5 and \Bf\> 1, and hence

(3.3) |Xl(z)exp(-2z<,-^))| = 0(l),

for any fixed e > 0. We next obtain a similar estimate on A,_8 n {\z\— R) for an

cos 77p-theorem [10, p. 275] that

unbounded set of R. Since T(r, Bf) = 0(r]  s+e) (see (2.4)) we have from the

inf ln|B,(z)| 3= -i?'-s+e,
1-1=«

for a sequence R = Rn -» oo. Also,/has order *£ 1 — 5 in A,_8, so (3.3) holds on

A,_8 n {|z|= R) for these R. The maximum principle now gives (3.3) in all of

A,_8, so Xi has order < 1 — 5 in A,_8.

The same holds for X2> and according to Lemma 6, X2' nas order less than 1 — 5

in A,_8. This establishes (3.2) and completes the proof of Lemma 7.

We now can make a major step toward Theorem 1.

Lemma 8. We have Nf(r) =s CNg(r), nf(r) < Cng(r).

Proof. Recall the definition of /(</>, t) from this statement of Lemma 4. Then

Lemmas 6 and 7 give

We next must estimate f^\n\B*(re¡<,)\ d§ from above. Since \Bf\< 1 in A,, it

suffices to obtain upper bounds for -/^ln|5g(re,<f>)| i/</>; this is fortunate since

Lemma 2 gives good information on T(r, Bg). A useful lemma of Edrei and Fuchs

[5, p. 322], (2.3) and ( 1.6) yield that if / is a 0-interval of length 11 \, then

(3.5) /Jln|2?g(/*'*)| \d* < Jj^-rTiR, /g|/|{l + log+ -j-

<C«g(/-)|/|{l+log+|/r') ^Cng(r)
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if R — 2r > r0. Estimates (3.4) and (3.5) may be inserted to (2.7), leading to

Nf(r)^Ng(r)+o{ng(r)) + Cng(r)

and an appeal to (1.12) and (1.13) gives

(3.6) Nfir) < CNg(r),       nf(r) <Cng(r).

It remains to reverse the inequalities of (3.6). We first improve the estimate of

T(r, Bf) from (2.4).

Lemma 9. The characteristic of Bf satisfies

(3.7) T(r,Bf) = 0{ng(r)).

Further ifr0<r< R/2, we have

(3.8) T(r, Bf) < CNf(R) + C(r/R)''"Ng(r),

wherep < 1 is the class of A(p) to which ng(r) belongs.

Proof. Write Bf = P\(f)P2(f)'x as in the proof of Lemma 2, where now the zk

are the zeros of/. The information in (3.6) allows the estimates made for T(r, P¡)

(i = 1,2) in Lemma 2 to be transferred to T(r, Px(z)) and T(r, P2(z)). Thus

T(r, Pt(z)) = 0(ng(r)), and (3.7) follows.

An approximation lemma of Edrei and Fuchs [4, p. 296, with q = 0] shows that

(3.9) ln|F,(z)| = log   TJ 1-i
zt

+ S(z,R)        i\z\=r<\R)

where the remainder S satisfies

(3.10) \S(z,R)\<\4(r/R)T(2R,Px).

Let us once more compute

T(r,P1) = ±-j2ln+\Piirei°)\d6.
¿it J0

Once again, as in [7, p. 27] (cf. our proof of Lemma 2) we have

i^  2   ln+|l - z-kW\d8 = 0{Nf(R)),
J°   M<*

and since (3.7) implies that T(r, Px) = 0(Ng(r)), (1.6) and (3.10) show that

\S(z, R)\ <C(r/Ry~pNg(r)    HR>2r.

This proves (3.8).

Lemma 10. We have Ng(r) < CA^(r).

Proof. Since In | Bg(z) |< 0 for z G A„ (3.4) and (2.7) show

(3.11)    NJr)<NAr) + enJr) + C       max
1 g -7r/2«:^<««7r/2

-f\n\Bf(fe^)\d^
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According to the Edrei-Fuchs lemma [3, p. 322] which was already used in (3.5), and

our refined estimate (3.8) of T(r, Bf), we see that

fyn\Bf(re'*)\\d4><C^¡[Nf(R')+(^~PNg(R)

uniformly in -77/2 < rp < 6 ^ 77/2, where r =£ R/2 < R'/4. Given e > 0, take R =

2r, and R' = cr so large that (uniformly in t/< and 8)

f\\n\Bf(re'*)\ \d$ < CNf(R') + eNg(r);

this is possible since p < 1, Ng(r) satisfies (1.6) and we know (3.7). Now (3.11) gives

(1 - e)Ng(r) < CNf(R'). But Ng(R') = Ng(cr) < CNg(r), hence Ng(R') < CN(R')

and Lemma 10 follows.

A combination of Lemmas 8, 10 and Note 2 gives Nf(r)xNg(r)Xng(r). This

implies that Nf(r) G A n B, hence nf(r)xNf(r) and nf(r)Xng(r). Theorem 1 is

proved.

4. Theorem on ~ equivalence. The assumption of Theorem 1 does not allow us to

deduce Nf~Ngornf~ng.As an example we consider the functions/(z) = sin z +

e", g(z) — sin z. We have ng(r) G B n Ap, p = 1, and condition (1.10) holds

uniformly, as z -» 00 in A, — Ay, 1 < y < (7r/2)arctg e, but ng(r) = r/77 + 0(1),

n\(r) = yl + e2 r/w + 0(1). The example of these functions shows that we can

expect nf~ ng when the zeros of/and g asymptotically are contained in an arbitrary

small sector and condition (1.10) holds outside of that sector.

Theorem 2. Let f and g be holomorphic of finite order < ß in the sector Aa , and for

any a > a0 all their zeros with the exception of a finite number are contained in Aa.

Suppose that

(4.1) |ln|/(z)/g(z)| I = 0{ng(r))

uniformly as z -» 00 in Aa  — Aa.

Then Ng(r) ~ Nf(r), ifng(r) G A n B, andng(r) ~ nf(r) ifng(r) ECflfi.

Proof. Since ng(r) G A we can find p such that ng(r) G A . U y — max(a0, ßp)

and a > y, then (4.1) holds in Ay — Aa, and according to Theorem 1 we have

(4.2) nf(r)xng(r).

We may assume y < 1, otherwise we ought to replace z by z(r+T) , t > 0.

As in Theorem 1 we have to estimate the terms in (2.7). According to (4.1) the first

term on the right side of (2.7) has the estimate o(Ng(r)). Using (3.5), (4.1) and (4.2),

we see also that

f*\n\B*(rei<')\d<t> = If + f + fe)\n\B*(re^)\d<t>

< Ce(l + \og+^Ng(r) + (f + j"~£)ln|5*(,V*)|¿</> = o{ng(r)).
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Consequently, the second term on the right side of (2.7) has the estimate o(Ng(r)),

and according to definition (1.3) we have

(4.3) Ng(r)~Nf(r).

Now we deduce from (4.3) that nf ~ ng if ng(r) G B D C.

Given e > 0 take 5 > 0 such that

(4.4) ng((\+8)r)<(\+e)ng(r).

We have

(4.5)        [«/(r)-«g((l+5)r)]ln(l+5)</ dt
(\+8)rnf(t) - ng(t)

t

= Nf((l + 8)r) - Ng((l + 8)r) + Nf(r) - Ng(r)

= o{Ng((\+8)r)) = o(ng(r)).

Hence, from (4.4) we obtain

(4.6) nf(r) « «g((l + 5)r)[l + o(\)} < (l + e)ng(r).

As in (4.5) we have

[ng(r) - „,(,(] + 5))]ln(l + 5) ^ /" >W° " "'^ dt = o(ng(t)),
r '

Consequently,

(4.7) nf(r(\ +5))>(1 - r)ng(r(\ +5)).

The combination of (4.6) and (4.7) gives Theorem 2.

5. Asymptotic behaviour of eigenvalues of certain perturbed normal operators. The

first general result on the distribution of eigenvalues of an operator G //( / + S),

where H, S are compact operators and // > 0, was established by M. V. Kcldysh [8]

(see also [6, Chapter V, §11 ]). He proved

2   1 =n„(r)~ n(i(r)=    2    '-

where Xk, p.k are the eigenvalues of operators // and (/, respectively, provided that

the function nH(r) satisfies some tauberian conditions.

This result has been generalized by many authors. The references can be found in

[2] (see also [1]). As an application of Theorem 2 we will prove a result concerning

this problem, which covers those of many authors.'

In this section we denote by ax the collection of all compact operators and by R

the collection of all bounded operators acting in Hilbert space §. Also by X^(^l) we

'After submitting this paper for publication the author discovered a more complete and general result

announced by A. S. Markus and V. I. Macaev in Functional Anal. Appl. (13 (1979), pp. 93-94

(Russian)). Using another method G. V. Radzievskii also obtained a result similar to Theorem 3 (Mat.

Sb. 112 (1980), pp. 396-420 (Russian)).
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denote the eigenvalues of an operator A and by sk(A) the ¿-numbers of this operator,

i.e. the eigenvalues of (AA*){/2. If 2sk(A) < oo (A G a,), the characteristic determi-

nant of the operator A (see [6, Chapter 4, §1]),

öD,(u) = det(/-M)=   IK1-CM4
A = l

converges. If A(¡i) is a holomorphic operator-valued function in the domain A G C

with values in a,, then the function

00

day - am) = n (i-x*M(/i)))
A:=l

is holomorphic in the same domain [6, Chapter IV, §1]. Furthermore, if (/ — A(¡i0))~l

for at least one point p0 G A, then from the results of [3, Chapter 1, §5] we conclude

that (I — A(¡i))~] G R for all p G A with the possible exception of certain isolated

points {nk}, and dim tk = mk < oo, where tk is the subspace consisting of eigen

and associated vectors corresponding to the eigenvalue ju,^. These points are »^-mul-

tiple zeros of the function det(7 — A(fi)).

Now let H be a normal compact operator in ¿p. Suppose that in a certain sector A

in the complex plane the characteristic numbers of operator H, ¡i.k(H) = X~k(H), are

concentrated asymptotically along a ray y G A. We assume that y is the positive

semiaxis; then our hypothesis means that not more than a finite number of {nk(H)}

are contained in the domain Aa \ Aa for some a0 and any a > a0.

With operator H we connect the operator-valued function

(5.1) Hp) = I-T-Aip)-nH,

where I is the identity operator, T E a^, A(¡i) is a holomorphic operator-valued

function in the sector Aa with values in R and ||^4(/i)|| -> 0 as p. -* oo in Aa .

Suppose also (I — T)~] G R.

Take any a > a0 and consider the functions

(5.2) n„(a,r)=       2      1;        »L(a, r) =       2      1-

Mt(H)eA„ Mi)eA„

We suppose that a number ¡ik(H) or p^(L) is repeated in (5.2) s times, if it is an

¿-multiple eigenvalue of H or L, respectively.

Theorem 3. Let H be a compact normal operator and nH(a0, r) — nH(a, r) < C(a)

for some a0 and any a > a0. If L(p.) is defined by (5.1) andnH(a0, r) G C D B, then

n„(a,r)~nL(a,r),       a>a0.

Proof. Let ¿p = ÍQ, © 65 2 where 65, is the subspace consisting of all eigenvalues of

the operator H corresponding to {¡xk(H)} G Aa . Define by P the projector F§ = ¿p,

and Q = I — P. Since H is a normal operator, we have PQ — QP = 0.
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Now we represent the operator-valued function L(p) in the form

Lin) = I - T - ¿(p) - u(P + Q)H

= [l- T(Q + P)(I- ixQH)-' - A(n)(l - pQH)-1

-líPH(l-y.QH)-X](I-líQH)

= [l-TP-TQ(l- u0/7) ' - A(p.)(I - vQH)-' - ^Ph](I - ¡xQH).

Since (I - T)-1 G R, we have (/ - TP)~l G R. The operator QH is a normal

operator and {¡ik(QH)} G Aa , hence (see [6, Chapter 5, §7])

(5.3) |(7 - pQH)-l\\ < sin"1 f (l/«0 - \/a),

if p G Aa,a > a0.

Let T Gox; then

(5.4) \TQiI-tLQH)-x\^0

uniformly as p -» oo in Aa. This assertion is proved in [6, Chapter 5, §7], if Q — I

and H > 0. But absolutely the same method allows us to obtain (4.4). Using (4.3)

and (4.4) we represent L(p)in the form

(5.5) L(p) = (I-TX- Ax(n)Y\l - u(7 - Tx - AX(^))PH)(I - p0/7)

where

I-Tx - Ax(ix) = (I - TP - A2(ii))-\

A2(ii) = TQ(I - pQH)-] - AMU - pÔTY)-1,

T, G aœ and \\Aj(n)\\ -» 0, i = 1,2, as p -» oo in A„.

Define 77, = 7>7/ and

(5.6) L,(p) = /-p(/-r, -¿,(p))7/,.

First we consider the case nH(a0, r) = ntii(r) G A p < 1. In this case Hx G o,

and the functions det(7 — p/7,) and det L,(p) are well defined and holomorphic in

A„. HA,B G a,, then (see [6, Chapter 4,§3])

det(/ - A)(I - B)~] = det(7 - A)/det(I - B).

Using this formula and (5.6) we obtain

(5.7) det L,(p)/det(/ - ¡iHx) = det(7 - nK(li)),

(5.8) det(7 - p7/,)/det L,(p) = det(/ - /ttf(fO)"'

= det(/ + p/:(p)(/-p/v:(p))-1)

where

(5.9) Ä-(p) = (F,+¿,(p))(/-p/7,)-'//,.

Now we recall some properties of ¿-numbers of compact operators (see [6, Chapter

2, §2.3]).

We have

(5.10) SjiBA) <\\B\\sj(A),       SjiAB)<\\B\\SjiA),
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if ,4 e^ and 5 G R,

(5.11) sJ+K(BA)<sK+x(B)Sj(A),

if A eo^BEu.and;» +1.

For A G a, we also have

(5.12) n(i+A,(^)) n(i+^)).
7=1

Since 77, is a normal operator and for any ß < oo the set {nk(Hx)} G A^ with the

exception of a finite number of p¿(7/,), we obtain

II , .-111 .      i   77 /   1 1\ .i77
(5.13) ||(7-p77,),|<sin-1-;(--^|<sin-'-

if | p |> r0 and ß/2 > a > a0.

Given e > 0, take integer k such that Sk+^i) < esin77/4a. Then, using (5.10),

(5.11) and recalling that ||/4,(p)|| -» 0 as p -» oo in A„o, we obtain from (5.9):

(5.14) sj+KiKin))<2eSj(Hx),       |p|> r0, p G A„o - Aß.

Now (5.12) implies

(5.15)

We claim

(5.16)

|det(7 - p/Y(p))| < C|p|« II (1 + 2e|M| *,.(//,))•
7=1

[i - nKiii))-l\\ < c

as ft 6 A„ - Aß, ß > a > a0 and |p|> r0. Once this is known, we obtain from (5.9)

and (5.14):

(5.17) |det(7 - ptf(p)r'| < C|pf TJ (1 + e|/i|iy(H,)).
7=1

Once again as in Lemma 9 (see (3.9) and (3.10)), we have, using our hypothesis

nHi(r)GAp,p< 1, that

00 /

,= i    \        Vj(Hx
<  2 In  1 + -^P— = 0{n„(r)).

Then (5.15) and (5.17) give

(5.18)     ± ln|det L,(p)/det(7 - p77,)| = ±ln|det(7 - p/C(p))|

<C + r* +   2 ln(l +er^(77,))
y=i

C + rK+   2 ln(l + —r-r\
7r,    I        |p,(77,)|/

0{nH¡(er))=o{nHi(r))

as |p|= r -» oo and p G A„\A^, ß > a > a0.
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The last estimate shows that we can apply Theorem 2 and deduce nL(a, r) ~

nH¡(r). But (5.5) and (5.6) imply that \nL(a, r) - nL<(a, r)\< C, hence n¡ (a, r) ~

nH(a, r) and Theorem 3 follows.

Now prove (5.16). We have from (5.5), (5.6) and (5.9):

(5.19)

/-ptf(p) = L,(p)(/-p/7,r'

= (7 - T, - Ax(ii))(l -TP- A2(fi) - p77,)(7 - p//,)'

= (7 - F, - Ax(¡x)){l - TP(I - PF77)-' - A2(ß)(I - p//,)"1).

In (5.4) replace Q by P and recall (5.13). Then (5.16) follows from (5.19).

We proved Theorem 3 under hypothesis nH(r) G Ap, p < 1. If p > 1, then take

integer I > p and consider instead of L,(p) the operator-valued function

(5.20) Ll(n) = I-n'(l-Tl-A1ip)Hi)'

i
=   II (7-w,p(7-r,-¿,(p)77,),

k = \

where w'k = 1, k - I,...,I. It follows from (5.20) that |«L|(a, r) - nL/(a, r)\< C if

a < ax — max(a0, /). The functions det L/(p) and det(7 — p'77,') are well defined

and holomorphic in Aa . As before, we have to show

(5.21) ± ln|det L^/à^I - p'77,')| = o(nHi(r)),

as p -* oo in Aa|\Aa for any a > ax, and then to apply Theorem 2. But it is clear

that we may obtain (5.21) in the same way as (5.18). This completes the proof of

Theorem 3.

Corollary. Let H be a compact normal operator, whose characteristic numbers

Hk(H) lie on some rays yx,...,ym in the complex plane and nH(y¡, r) G B C\ C,

j = \,...,m.

Let L(n) be defined by (5.1) and A((i) be a holomorphic function in the neighborhood

of oo, such that A(oo) — 0. Then the eigenvalues of L(¡i) are concentrated asymptoti-

cally along the rays yx,...,ym and

«»(Y;. r)~"LÍyj> r)>     j=\,...,m

(we define «¿(y,, r) by (5.2), where Aa is replaced by some small sector A containing

Note 1. Theorem 3 will be valid if we assume in (5.1) (see (5.6))

\\A(ß)H-'\\ = o(\ii\),       p-oo,pGAao,

instead of ||¿(p)|| = o(l).

Note 2. If 77 > 0, ||¿(p)77"'|| = 0(1) as p -» oo and nH(r) satisfies some tauberian

conditions (those tauberian conditions involve nH(r) G B C\ C) then the assertion of

Theorem 3 was announced in [1].
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